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Initial planner: Darius Ecker. Leaders: Bonnie Ott, Ralph Cullison, Nancy Magnusson, and Joanne Solem. 
Total participants: 12 (names not available). Weather: Cold early (40s the previous night), high in 60s. 
Time: 7:00 a.m. – 8:30 p.m. Total species: 97. Meeting site: Alpha Ridge Park. Notable species: A low 11 
species of warblers for the day. Yellow-throated Warbler - Marriottsville; Rusty Blackbird – Gwynn Acres 
Path; Mute Swan – Centennial Park; American Black Duck, Pectoral Sandpiper, American Pipit – UMDCF; 
Sora - Meadowbrook Park; American Woodcock – Gateway Business Park. The list contained no Bald Eagle 
and no boreal species.  

This type of field trip was attempted at the suggestion of Darius Ecker, an avid county birder. The initial 
aim was to see if a HCBC field trip could tally 100 species in the county in a single day. Looking back at 
how the day developed, it was a minor miracle that the group came as close to that goal as it did. Darius 
planned the itinerary and was the designated leader. Participants reserved with him and were given the 
time and meeting location. Because sites along the Patapsco River were among his favorites and most had 
limited parking, he chose to meet to carpool at Alpha Ridge Park at 7:00 a.m. knowing the gate would be 
open by that time. Unfortunately, either the night before or the morning of the trip, Darius contacted 
Field Trip Chair Bonnie Ott and told her he would be unable to participate, so the first Big Day developed 
“on the fly.” 

Although the day was chilly early, it would have been beneficial to have started earlier. When 12 people 
showed up, it was apparent that multiple leaders would be necessary. Bonnie named Ralph, Nancy, and 
Joanne as co-leaders. The group, in two vans, headed to Henryton, followed by Marriottsville, and then 
Daniels. Those locations were singularly unproductive or barely so. For a date as early as May 1st the 
northern part of the county is not the place to be on a chilly morning. Eventually, Bonnie suggested we 
try Rockburn Branch Park where she had recently had success with migrants, so we headed to the west 
section of that park. After several hours at Rockburn, the group moved to Race Road Wetlands and then 
zigzagged to the central lakes covering sites in the southern and central parts of the county. The trip 
worked as far west as the UMDCF by late afternoon, picked up vehicles at Alpha Ridge Park before sunset, 
and finished at Gateway Business Park. Two American Woodcock cooperated as soon as we arrived at 
that last site, so shortly after 8:30 p.m. the initial Big Day field trip came to an end. 

Considering the amount of wasted time during the day shuttling cars and crisscrossing portions of the 
county, 97 species seemed an acceptable total, though hardly one worth celebrating. The success of the 
effort, however, could be gauged by participants’ enthusiasm. As people departed from Gateway, plans 
were already being made for a May 2000 Big Day. 


